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センサ@コイノレを持つ非線形素子

の発振器における発振機構の挙動

深谷義勝

Oscillating斑echa:nismsin OsciHato:rs Co:n:nected with 

N o:nlinear Eleme:n t and Sensing CoH 

Y osihikatsu FUKA Y A 

The relaxation oscillations， which would always occur in the oscillators using nonlin巴ar

elements such as ESAKI-diode (E.D) and U.].T， is basically important in studying the oscillating 

mechanisms so that there have been many res己archreports in this field in this past 

However， in those :research papers， the researchers have rather intended to escape that 

they hav巴utilizedinductors as an element in the relaxation oscillators if possible， because the 

oscillators that have inductors丘sthe elements of the oscillator's circuits have great tendency to 

increase the distortion of the output waveforms and!or to decrease the dεgree of the stabilities 

in oscillation 

In this paper， we will rather intend to challenge to study the relaxation oscillator having 

sensor coils， that ar巴 akind of inductors， as nonlinear elements， because w巴 havepurpos日sof 

detecting the positions and displacements of bodies at the proximity of the sensing coil 

As a result， in the paper， we will report that the outputs in those oscillator's output waves 

would take the fonns of P日1.M(in the case of E.D circuits) or P.N.M (in the case of U.].T 

circuits) according to the distance b巴tweenthe sensor and the bodies at the proximity 

( 1) IntroductloJrl 

In the modern industries or robot manufacturing， it 

is extremely veηT important that the engineers study 

and research how to detect displacements， positions 

and shifting distances of some bodies， for knowing 

the defects of the used materials and thier qualities 

with the procedure without contact with those bodies 

We believe that，it is a new kind of detecting method 

th呂tis that， when we do deposite the object of 

materials in thεmagnetic field produced， by the 

sensing coil and excited with high frequency exciting 

current， first the sensing coil in itself would detect the 

variation of the state of magnetic field， and then the 

mode of the state of electric ciτcuit would tansformed 

into other mode， and the signal output necessary for 

detecting it would be produced. 

Just recently， the above mentioned technics are utili 

zed in the industrial fields such as the high frequency 

oscillating type-proximity switch and the un-

destructive measuring method of matぽ ial，using 

eddy-current inductive procedur巴， etc. These have 

been useful in the industrial and manufactural proces-

smg 

This article has reported the matters that are 

concerned about the sensor network， which is a kind 

of relaxation oscillator， connecting with a near-d巴

posited sensing coil and a nonlinear circuit el巴ment

We have constructed two kinds of relaxation oscil 

lators， the one has used th巴 voltagecontrolled 

element of E 0 D as the nonlinear element， and the 

other has used the current controlled element of U 0 

J . T， respectively 

In each one of thos巴 cases，their motion mecha-

nisms， which would be produced according to de-

crease the distance between the object (flat-plate 

type) and the sensing coil (as honeycomb coil)， 

transform from the steady state into the oscillating 

state， both of which are very different from each 
other 

In the case of the relaxation oscillation with E 0 D， 

the oscillating state will beccome into the state of 

controlled or disturbed oscillation that is caused by 

the response of the sensor coil. On the other hand， in 

the case of the r巴laxationoscillator with U • J • T， 

the oscillating state has the mode of attenuating 

oscillation. Those oscillating phenomena have v巴ry

contrast with each other， and furthermore it is pos 

sible that w巴 cantransform the mutual distance 

between the obj巴ctand the sensing coil to the pulse 
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width of output (P • W • M) in the former case and to 
the pulse number of output (P . N • M) in th巴 later，

respectively. It is， in other words， that it is possibl巴

that those oscillating systems can generate the di-

gitalized output si耳nal，which is to be the distance or 

displacement for proximity body and its shifted posi宇

tion transformed into the suitable form of signal 

processmg. 
This article would cover the theoretical back 

grounds and their experimental results conceming 

the above mentioned materials 

(II) Theortical consid芭rationsof noncontact ele-

ctromagnetic type detecting method 

We will， at first， consider the propositions men 

tioned above for clarifying and knowing the mecha 

nisms of the detecting behavior of electromagnetic 

and proximity sensor in noncontact manner. The 

assumptions are such that， 1) the detecting bodies 

have to be placed within a magnetic space and 2) 

their physical natures and the physical constants (μ， 

ε， s and t etc.)， which are those of the matterials 

placed betwe巴nthe n己ar-depositedbody and th巴sens

ing coil should， be kept in the time invariant or 

unchanged states. 

And now， let us denote ‘d' variable to mean the 

relative distance between the near-deposited body 

and the sencing coil in the form of face by face， and 

let the range within which we can use it in the d 

expression be the region， in which the sensor has the 

det巴ctingability as a sensing coil， and the distance is 

the one that would be measured from the face of 

honeycomb type coil， using the sensor. Furthermore， 

we will denote by the symbol ‘do' the nearest distance 
between the near-deposited body and th巴sensingcoil， 

and we partition it into the smaller and discr色te

values such as 

do， d" d2，・・ー・，dn，一ー，dd
t.dn三 dn+l-dn

and 

Each one of them，ムd;，i=1，2，......，n means that in-

finitesimal distance during which the action forced by 

the near-deposited body is constant， in other words， 

within which the output of the sensors circuit m仕

itains the equal response and we id巴ntifyit a unit 

distanc巴.

If we denote by P the set that contains various 

dimensions concerning the near deposited body as the 

elem巴nts，then it is dεP where d will b巴 asubset of 

the set P. Furthermore wεwill denote εth芭 subseta 

set of element E. the total collection of constants of 

circuit elements， which will be influenced to be chang-

ed by the near deposited body of the sensor. Then the 

d would specify the value of E， it means that in other 

words， a function from the set P to the set εcan b巴

definable， that is 

f: P→e(d←→ E=f(d))ー一回………(1-1)
Furthermor巴， the range， within which the response 

by the sensor would be definable， would bεspecified 

by parameters such as the inductance values， the 

constructed forms and the kind of wires of the coils 

and resistances and permeabilities of the cores etc 

Those contains such variables as LJ，Lz，ー・ ・・'，Lnand 
rU ，rL2， ー・ー ・，rLnof the dissipated resistances. There-

for巴， th巴sefactors decidly rule various conditions for 

setting up the internal characteristics， the charcteri-

zed motion modes， mechanisms of the oscillations and 
the output characteristics 

Furthermor巴itcould be considered that the proper勾

ties of output pulse-wave that are characterized using 

the definable state of the above mentioned factors， 

would get to b色theW p range. Therefore， the mapping 

could be defined， as follows 

g:Eト→ Wp(二 g(E)) ・ー・・…・・…ーー (1-2) 

and furthermore using the composited mapping de-

fined above all， it will be obtain巴dthat h(d) = g{ f(d)}， 

and then， the mapping in other forms 
h二 g0 f: d I→ Wp ..・ー ー・・・・ ・(1-3)

can be defined. 

As a result， we may recognize that there exists a 

functional relationship (and furthermore it is a mapp-

ing) with the distance d betw巴enthe s邑nsingcoil and 

the near-deposited body and the pulsewaveform of 
output. 

As a final concluding remark， 1 would like to say 

that there巴xisthigh possibilities of including so much 

informations in the pulse wave form， and so that it 

has high values that the output of the pulse wave 

form will be detected and picked up as th巴 electro
magnetic type of information 

(II1) CircuH of voHage controHed nonlinear ele-

ment for transforming pulse-宵 idth

(a) Relaxation Oscillator using Esaki diode (E.D) 

Using a Esaki diode circuit that has voltage cont-
rolled， N -type v-i characteristics， we have a coil (L) 

of the circuit to be utilized as a sensor as shown in 

Fig. 1. Here， let us assume that the parameter ex-

plicitly unwritten in the figure could be neglected， 

then we would have obtained the equations as fol-
lows， 

Fog -1  

BasicCircuit 

I E D 

Lま十ri十九二Vs，
dvρ 

1，二C正

i=i1十ie，

ioRs=Vs， 

Is=i十io

le二 f(ve)

"III-① 
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Where 

Ge=響
IsRo ""V s， 

f(ve)=Geve 

ve-VD=V 
'I!I←② 

and we denote the D.C bias voltage by symbol V D and 

D.C conductance by symbol Ge， using the equation III 

① and III ②， we would obtained， 

E(r+Ro Ge〉+一τ一+で)v

十合{l+(r十Ro)G件。 III ③ 

Using the equation 1II十③， we will gain the charac-

teristic equation as follows， using the theory of fun-

damental differential邑quation，

λ2十Pλ 十q=O ......…ーーIII ④ 

the equilibrium points of the above eq. IIIー④ are

p 叶Ro+~-
0- L 'C 

qo=かl十(r十九)Go}， GD~G， 
-ー'1II-⑤

Now， if we characterize th邑 singularpoint as a 

unstabilized saddle point on a phase plane， then the 

circuit has becomεa oscillator of relaxation-type， 

and the constraint at the time is to be that 

q>O， p<O， p'主主4q>0.

That is， in other words， 

Go<O， (r+Ro)Go>ーもGo'

and 

(凡μ 主Go'+2!fGD

⑥
 and these inequalities show th呂tthere are some 

relationships between the parameters in Fig. 2， show-

ing that E.D element has a N-letter type v-i characte-

ristic 

v e 

f i9-2  

Charactedst.c of E.D 

In the figure， the range of region， being enclos邑d

around up with the straight line connecting two 

points V1 and P， and with the inclined line part 

between a load line and the V v-Io load line， will b巴

13 

called a load line range in the sensing circuit 

In this case， it is well known that because of having 

the property of unstability， the oscillator is going to 

gradually tends to a limit cycle P→ Jl→ V→ J，→ P 

The Q of circuit is Q=Ge J L/C ; and the ste呂dy

relaxation oscillation will be continued on the range 

of Q孟10.1n the output waveform， the time duration 

that is needed to jump for P→ L and V→ J， is 
extremely short so that we may neglect it. Then using 
piecewise approximat巴dmethod (refer to Fig. 2) and 

the equivalent circuit， we would gain the following 
equations， 

吋 1nC士す〕
T，士叶ヰト〕

-…III ⑦ 
where wεdenote the mean-incremental value of E 

D and the dynamically internal conductance by G1 

and G， with respect to oP duration and J 1 V duration， 

respectively， and we put that 

Rl=r+Ro+l/G1， R，二r十Ro+l/G，
V1-Vv 

Io主 VJ(R1， h主 R，
Then， the period of output wave will become 

T二 T1斗T，・a ・......・1II⑧

Th己rforethe peak volt旦gevalue V F of thεwave 

form is constant， and the values， L， R1 and R2 specify 

th巴dutyratio and the period of the wave. In the vi巴W

of the above facts， it shows that the value L of the 

sensor has actually got to influence the action. In this 

case， it would be required that the shifted value to b巴

caused by the response of the n巴呂rdeposit己daction is 
dropped in within the one-cyclevalue of oscillating 

period. Its value can be easily specified by the design 

procedure of the sensor 

(b) Controlled Oscillation in Nonlin邑arConserv-

ative System. 

Fist we are going to develop our considerations in 
qualitive manner. Now in Fig. 2， the oscillating point 

in the phase trajectory will be transmitted into the 

valley point V just after it has jumped from point P to 

Jl' As shown in the figure， 1 think that the negative 

conductance that is exhibited to jump from V to J2 (V 

→ J ，)， can take various values different frorn a dis-

tinct P point of V p， since there physically exists a 

excess current region in the rnaterials， in th巴 neigh

bovhood of the V point. 

The neighborhood region that the oscillating point 

wou!d reach on in the V valley point， is that Ge =土0，

Vp> V> Vv 且~<O. On the other hand， inductanc芭L，-~ . ~ . v， dt 

and the dssipated resistance r may be changed on 

according to approaching the near-deposited body to 

sensor. Therefore the operating point places in be-

tween Q and V points， because the load lin巴 (Fig2) 

will g巴tto cov巴rthe range of parts where hatching 

are written. 1n other words， we have com巴tohave the 

equibi!ium point within the negative conductanc巴
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Using the equation which contains D.C components in 

the eq. III ③， we obtain， 

y-(千o 与斗〉も

+ま[{lー(r+Ro) I Ge I }v-Vよ 0

.IIl⑨ 

Where， in the case of that 

r十Ro_ I Ge I -τァーでー

the equation will statisfy the conservative property 

and 
V十f(v)ニ o ーーーー・ー III ⑬ 

Here， we can put th呂tv二 y， y二 f(v)

Then the sloping angle of the phase trajectory in 

each point of the phase plan巴couldbe obtained from 

the equation ; 
dy _ -f(v) 
一一
QV Y 

In this cas巴， the singular points has the coordinate 

of 

(Vs/ {l-(r+Ro) I GD I } ，0) 
Furthermore， we would obtain the equatib日

すy'+V(v)=K(co州 Iト⑪

using integration， where the initial circuit energy is 

Ko 二÷ y O +刊刊V引(ω 
V(付v)=一f削 dv ... ............1II⑫ 

the equation III ③ could be described in the fol-

lowing form by calculation， 

1 '" L V(v)=ゴfL{1τIGD I '} 

Vs 2 

((v-
{1τI Go I '} 

JL-7〕
{1-τI Go Iワ

Therefore the value of V(V)max would have become 

Vs 

vmー ......IIl-⑬ 

and this value shows that the point is unstability 

saddle point in the mean of Liapunov function. We 

will study in details the phenomena that will occur in 

the neighborhood of the point. Here the equation 

y=:t .J安豆三マ仔))
ー…ーIIl-⑬

could be obtained and it produc巴sa class of integral 

curves. Using the above m巴ntionedprocedures， v-

V(v) energy-plan巴 figureof Fig. 3ωcould be ploted 

and v-y plane figure also could be written. In this 

case. v is output voltage and therefore comparing 

with the Fig. (A) and (B) of the relaxation oscillating 

wave， we can recognize the mutal relationships be-

tween then and have some knowledge about it 
In (B) of Fig. 3， there is a trajectory that the operat-

ing point of steady relaxation oscillation is going to 

move from peak value V p to the valley point， and by 
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it， the value V(v) will have been reached at the 

maximum value in the neighborhood of value point 

(qo， 0) and it is the unstability mountain pass point， 

that is saddle point. In this case， all of traj巴ctories

except that only one trajectry toward the singular 

point， are far away from the singular point according 

to the time being on. Under the above mentioned 

conditions， the operating point does move along 

through the trajectory of①(防 inFig. 3， and it soon 

reach the point (qo， 0) and then go to rise toward the 

point J 1 in Fig. 2. 1n other words， the op巴ratingpoint 

will finally reach at the point qo→ q" and it shows the 

maximum amplitud巴， then the amplitude wil1 become 

to be (V，-vm). Using a energy condition， the follow-

ing equation can be gained 

2(V2-vm)' <" d ( L1v2 ， CV m' i 
T存軒町云 dtl -2 Tゴ-) •• .1II⑬ 

The operating point is going down to the valley Vv 

just after the op邑ratingpoint is going along the tra 

jectory of R-wave， which have gone out of the cross 

point q， of R2-wave， because the increasing of the Ge 

desipated part Ge of E.D element is produced by the 

rising up of the wav巴form.Therefore， that the forma-

tion of th巴 controlledoscillation will be repeated later 

on and approximating the period of rep巴呂tmgwave， 
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mentioned until here. The practical system used in the 

experiment could be partitioned into a unit of stabili 

zed source， a sensing unit and a unit of signal process 
ing. In the sencing unit the frequency of steady r巴

laxation oscillation is 250 kHz， and we do set up that 
L : 1.41mH， Q : 65 and the output duty ratio isβニ 50

%. The variation of the relaxation frequency forced 
with the variation of source voltage would be mea 

sured in relation to the value Vs as shown in Fig. 7 
The characteristic of sf deviation to Vs has some 

linear regions. We would set up that the critical value 

of the neighborhood in the linear region was Vs二0.19
~0.2 (V) 

Fig. 7 shows that how many degree the near.de-

posited body would giv巴theinfluence on the value L 

It would be recognized from Fig. 7 that the value of 

the influence is about ムf~1.3 % untill d，二15mm，in 

the case of the material quantity is usual Iron，. and in 

the range of d， ~五 15mm ， controlled oscillation would 

15 d m m S 10 

fi 9-5  

d 司 p

we would obtained the equation that 

Tn=，2CR， In (" XR. " i 
q "~~"" ... ¥ V F - V 2 + V mノ

In the process of the wave forming in the osci!la. 

tion， the tim 邑 C∞O叩nst匂an此tt由ha抗ti泊n託巾f臼lu巴ncε s the value 0ぱfv

along with t出bechanging 0ぱfI Ge Iい， sa抗凶t廿isf白I巴白st出hein 

equality as follows 

τ'L (←二J註誌;;-)> 

れ(二台二川
This controlled oscillation later at the point q2 

moves toward the point q， to follow the inequality 
that (die/dt) < 0 
In addition， when the sensor.coil responses for a 

proximity body， the amplitude would increase up one 

oscllating period by one， towards to that the disipated 

energy condensed in the L would be decreased. In this 
C<;lS巴themoving point is going to jump from VしtoJ2 

(Fig. 2) after tn time in Fig. 4， and the next R-wave 

wiU be formed. The following equation would be 

obtained as the pulse wave. 

•• '!II⑫ 
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abruptly rise up so that pulse-width modulated trans-

formation would occur. On the other hand. the ma-

terial as Aluminum or Copper are 十ムfmax~14%

within the range dA > 8mm， dc > 6.5mm， and the cont 
rolled oscillation would occurr as soon as the valued 

would begin to drop below the above mentioned 

valu巴 Andin that case the value of Vs would be 

rising up in the manner of step by step (refer巴toFig 

100 200 

Fig -1  

d(vs)-Af 

300 

Fig-4 
Cont，olled Oscillating 
Wavo 

β(duty ratio)=βo十 β~nq(l ーβ。)…………II!⑬

n : the number of the controlled osciIlating 

β。:duty factor of the a state oscillation 

Where n is specifi巴dby the factors such as sensor L， 

the physical quantities of near.deposited body and 

thier mutual distance etcβnqニ nTq/T，+T2+nTq. 

(c) Experiments and Consideration of Results. 

Using the basic experimental circuit as shown in 

Fig. 5， we have investigated and considered about the 

properties and characters of the theor巴ticalaspects 

いJpt 

v 

、'vV
GJ 

叫¥

L 

同司 Sensor Unit part 

Fi9 -5  
Eo隠PEHimentCifcuit 
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4). After the valu巴 ofV， would drop down below Vn 

(that is Vn詮V，)， the controlled oscillation would be 

come into th巴 stateof stopping on. However， ev巴nm

that state only one pulse of the relaxation ocsillation 

would be remained on， so for it， we could utilize it as 

a synchronizing pulse of signal processing. The num-

ber of the controlled oscillations would force to 

change pulse-width and output βof pulse-wave. The 
relationship of thεdistanced to βof the near-de 

posited body would be shown in Fig. 6 

(IV) Circuit cf CUJff母nt-controHednonlin拍 rele司

ment for transforming pulse numbers. 

(A) St巴adyRelaxation Oscillation using UJT 

In the b旦sicrelaxation oscillator that is a CR-cir 

cuit type and that make use of UJT as a el巴mentof 

the circuit， we conn巴ctit to the sensor coil between 

F凶ヒ

Fig 4 -1 
Basic Circuit 

UJT 

two terminals S and E as shown in Fig. 4-l. In this 

circuit， we take out of it the output wave that is in the 

form of mixing and combining two types of opera-

tions， the one is CR integrating operation and the 

other is LC oscillating one. And then， the form of 

electro-magnetic energy changings that the sensor (L) 

would be given by the near-deposited body， make the 

waveform of LC oscillation influ巴ncea part of the 

original relaxation oscillation. In that case， we must 

strongly mention that we would get the output in the 

form of attenuating the amplitude of the oscillating 

wave 
Now， we will noticed that the UJT is a non-linear 

and negative resistance巴lementhaving S-letter type 

characteristics， and we show it in the form of capable 

of comparing with the characteristics in Fig. 4-2. In 

this figure， we have to set down th巴 loadline within 

the region (the part of the sloped line writting) among 

two lines. the one is CA lin巴 andthe other is CB line. 

The excitation of positive pulse (the pulse width= W) 

will be set up to satisfy the following condition for 

maintaing the oscillation during W-period ; that is 

(E，-Vp/九)>Ip，(E，-VV/Rl)<Iv .....ーー…"IV ① 

For the reason of it， the operating point encircles 

the orbit of G→ H→ I→ J→ G.ー一， and then the 

output waveform correspondence to the encircling 

would be produced. As the orbit of simpl巴 andbasic 

CR relaxation oscillation having no sensor is that of 

v e 

c 
E，志向60S包ive _I~ Seri:uration 

-re-g ion ー邦l;-""-t region ---. 

1".>。

182= 0 

1. 

iイ1JltI111
(iJ:ih) J 

Fig 4-2 
load line of UJT 

G 多 Hu→ I。→ J。→ G→・・ " we could recognize that 

the part of triangular HJJo would be added to the 

orbit for L connected. In other words， it could be 

considered that the part would be occurred by in 

creasing the electro-magnetic en巴rgyof L. It can be 
recognized from seeing the ie-ve characteristics in 
Fig. 4-2. This UJT has abruptly changed to on-state 

just after the operating point has reached at V p， since 

input E， would be fully condensed. At that time we 

can obtain the formula as follows ; 
Vp=平VBB+VebD .........・ E・...IV ②

IBl二 h+Is2 ………・ IV ③

(E，-Vvバv)<Rl<(E，-Vp/lp) ・……・……IV ④

where可ー standoff ratio 

VebD : O.6~O.7v forword diode voltage 

The charge on C will discharge through sensor (L) 

and U JT. In this case th巴timeconsant is very small， 

so that U]T will be biased in the rev芭rsedirection for 

being L. And again by E" C would start to b色charged，
then the equation 

日 {l-exp(ーか)} ...................IVー⑤

would be satisfied 

It can be considered that the time duration To， 

which it will be needed untill Vc would have r巴ached

at a value V p， is a period of the relaxation oscillation， 

and then we obtain 

To二 R1Cloge(E，/CE，-Vp)) 
=2.8R1C log凶 (l/(l-x平)) ……・ーー ・IV ⑥ 

where X=VBB/E" frequency fo=l/To .........IVー⑦

(8) Mechanism of Pulse number Tr3nsformation 

in the attenuating Oscillation 

We have described about the operating mode of 

steady stat巴， relaxation oscillation in (A)， which would 

occur when sensor's coil has be日nno inf1uenced by the 
near-deposited body. For further investigating it in 

details， the above mentioned circuit will be ex 

changed into the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 4 

-3， where it would be assumed th呂tU]T would have 

to take a switching motion. As S is off， the formula ・
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OFF: 

r，. I .， ， 

百，=円十I'Ig : !Equ iva!ent : 
10f UJT  

fig4-3 

Ca!uculated Circuit 

rb，>R，>rL' rL""[S， ieニ O

i| E i  Vco 
t~O-~十

...........IVー⑧

will b巴 satisfied.And as S is on， at first we will 

calculate the following equations 

Vc=Vp， R，=(rL十rs-Rn)

i=ie十ic t=O一一 q=QH
wher巴 -Rnis the mean negative resistance of UJT 

Then， we would obtain the circuit equation as fol 

lows， putting here 

p=昔(ic)

LCR，P'十(R，R，C十L)P+R，十R，ニO

where we put that 

1， 1 . R' 
(l{=τ〔亡頁了十工)， QHニCVp

ー ..IV ⑨

r =)W，'-)，(戸L-E2)2 WL=一一LV "L 4 'CR， L J .. " !LC 

and will get the solution of vc. It is as follows， 

v← R，E;.， + (9.H ~ R~E;.， i e 
C 烹;平交7T 人τァ-~平交rノヒ

{ cosγt+(1-咋2十川
...IV←⑮ 

In the same way as the case ofω， we have to 
1〆 l

satisfy the oscillating condition thatτ(亡1{，

R， '¥， / 1 i' )'<τC in the duration of W period of exciting 

voltage. Furthermore， in this case we will investigate 

the negative half wave of the oscillating wave in 

condition of f。くfL，particullary in details. Because of 

maximum value of Vc has to be specified by the valuε 

Vp 

Now， as the near-deposited body (metal)is going to 

approach to the face-plane of sensor's coil， it will be 

resulted that the value of the inductance in L will be 

gradually decr巴asingand that the effective value of 

resistance will be increasing. Then it would has great 

influences to drop down the Q of coil， so that the 

oscillation of Vc will be attenuating along the various 

envelops (dotted line in the Fig. 4-4 (B)) during the W 

period of exciting signal， since the attenuation coeffi 

cient {l{ will exist. The coefficient {l{ has a inverse 

proportional relationship of expon巴ntialfunctional to 

d. By the reason， the value of ot would be necessarily 
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decided according to specify the value of d， although 

the value will be fluctuated with the qualities and the 

constructed forms of the near聞depositedm巴tals.Using 

the condition that CR，>L/R， and the eq. IV ⑨， we 

could obtained that 

直言十 (R，/L)..........................................IV-@ 

If ot孟otw，then we obtain that the output pulse 

number is Nw=W/To， where N is a positive integer. 

On the other hand， when it is satisfied that {l{ > (l{ω， 

since the attenuation of the envelope of negative-

ward oscillating wave in v c wi1l become a gr四 tvalue， 

its value will reach at the equibilum voltag巴 Voof 

U]T at the time To during the W period. This eq 

uibilum voltage would be decided by the factors such 

as V BB， the constant parameters of elements us巴d，and

Vsat， and it will be dropped duration of Vsat and V v， 

and finally it would be specified within the region of 

saturating currents 

As a result， we would obtain the formula as follows 
R， E， 記-;;=--yケ1 ・ IV-⑫

L'(Ip+ Iv)'=C(V p+ V v)'-2R，'(Ip+ Iv)' ..・ .IV-⑬

Therfore， on the duration of t>t a， the energy for 

risng up the waveform would be disipat巴dwith in-

creasing the effective resistance. In other words， as 

shown in Fig. 4-4 (.必， the fourth pulse N， in th巴

output pulse would become the final pulse， and the 

pulses N5~Nw would dissipated in the time duration. 

As previously mentioned， the output pulse would be 

decided with that is at what time the envelope of e at 

ne would id巴ntifyto the value of V v. It means that the 
distance d between the near-deposited body and sen 

sor's coil is correspondence to the value of ιIf it is 
{l{max at d= 0， then it will get only the N， out put 
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puIse. Along to that 0/ is decreasing to smaIIer tl:J.an 

the value of <1'0， th巴 outputpuIs巴 isgoing to increas巴

the puIse numbers one by one and the maximum puIse 

number Nw wiIl be obtained at the point the exciting 

voItage become W 

(c) Experiments and Considerations 

In the experimentaI circuit used (Fig. 4-5)， the 

p : .0戸
F・9 4-5 

EJlporimont CirctJit 

sensor (L) was mad巴 ofhoneycomb type coiI (dia 

meter is 20mm)， and we used the near司depositedbody 

made of the same type of plan巴 plate.The output of 

sensing circuit would be coupled with the next stage 

by the photocoupler， since it could b色 separatedfrom 

the signaI processing network so that the Ioad effect 

could be neglected. As it wiII be seemed from the eq 
IV-⑦， the exciting voltage E; would force to change 
the output pulse-numbers. (Fig. 4-6). In this research-
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Charactsri st jC 

ing pap巴r，we would set u a puIse width is 1m， in Es 
and Es would be set up 6(V)， so that group maintaing 

oscilIation (burst signaI) of wave having Nω二 30as 

the puIse-numbers， would be possible. Furthermore， 

considering that the degree of temperature stabiliza-

tion of UJT would be controIled by the temperature 

characteristics of V p， RB2 would have to be specified 

from th巴 equationthat dVpjdT=O. Then we would 

obtain that 

R m = J 4hL--…・ IV ⑬
r; V BB 

where rBB is resistance between two biases of U]T 

This means that it is the composted value in divid-

ing ratio with positive temperature coefficient since 

VebD is a negative temperature coefficient. Although 

it would be aIlowed that duration of the valu巴 is

丘bout400~5000 ， we would specify it 5000. Here w巴

would plott the characteristic of pulse number (N) to 

the near-placed distance of sensor (d)， which is very 

useful fiOm the practicaI point of view. The value of 

L would b色 specifiedat the value 180μH since it 

would be fairly fitted with th己valuebetween 100μH 
and 1.5mH. In the case of Fig. 4-4 (B)， we would 

experiment the characteristics of the attenuating 
coefIIcient to distance (d-a) as a experimental 

value. (refer to Fig. 4-7) 
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N oW，it would be hoped that， there was the relation 

of docN when we desired to used it as a transducer of 

th日 near-depositedbody displacement. How巴V巴r，1t 

would be cIear that it had exponential functionaI 

features and in that cas巴 ithad the advantage of the 

same direction of the relationship between the chang-

ing-directions of N and d. Nextly， the osciIlating 

wave of v， is an attenuating oscilIation so that the 
巴 町elopecurve of v， I m日sa expone凶 alfunction of <1' 

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ oj_，三"'.<ザモ}_
'1， 1-_ーー
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ln such circuit of having the form of operating， that 

is to have the UJT sensor's circuit， the value varia-

tion ratio ofεffective dissipated resistance is greater 

than thεvariation ratio of inductance of sensor (L) 

influenced by the near deposited bedy. 

Seeing from the experiment， it can be decided how 

many the output pulse numbers chang己bythe degree 

of changing dissipated resistance in outer side. On the 

oth巴rhand， the effect of the inductance can be de-

tected ouly in the final pulse wave， as changing of 

pulse-width. Fig. 4-8 shows the characteristics of 

envelope that is th己 relationshipbetween th邑 dis-

si pa ted resistance by parameter a and v c I m 1m， and 

using it. It is possible that we recognize the value R2 

by knowing th己 zerocross point of the curve. 

(V) Conduding remarks 

we have constructed and investigated the relaxa 

tion oscillating circuit， which a nonlinear element is 

used with and a sensor's coil is connected with as a 

circuit element， for purposes of detecting the position 

and displacement etc. of the near-deposited body. W己

could have clarified the material as folllow， by the 

investigatings of oscillating mechanisms mentioned 

through whole of the paper : 

(1 : We have recognized that， it is fully possible to 

do detection of the transformation of pulse-width by 

the method of the relaxation osillating method using 

E.D element， and also it is fully possible to detect th己

transformation of pulse-number by the method of 

using UJT element 
(II A controlled oscillation is produced at the 

valley point of charact巴risticcurve of E.D element， 

and in that case， the pulse-width is increasing step by 

step successively. The phenomena can be fully des-

cribed by the theory of satisfying a nonlinear conser-

vative system 
(1Il : 1n the valley point of the characteristic curve 

of UJT element， the abruptly rising up of pulse can 

not be occured at that point， since th巴 pointis eq・

uibilium point. The pulse-number until reaching that 

point is decided by the time duration from the biginn・

ing to the time at which the envelope line has to reach 

the equibilium point 

(IV: 1n any nonlinear element used on those circuits， 

the key point of the operating b邑haviouris ess氾ntially

to be the valley point in the characteristic curve. 

(V : ln the case of using a electromagnetic sensor 

and E.D element in practice， it is the serious problem 

that whether the stability of the circuit would be 

provided. On the other hand， in the case of using UJT 

or PUT， we have confidence to say that the circuit 

has full stability for practical using in any real ap-

plicating circuits 
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